
Wonderware Historian InSight

Unlock Value from your Data in an Easy to Use Browser Client 

Wonderware Historian InSight is a flexible, easy to use browser client for quick data query and trending. 
The smart client pulls data from your existing Wonderware Historian(s), the foundation for high-fidelity 

data collection and storage, to enable visualization into how your operations are performing.  
Wonderware Historian InSight is the search engine for your industrial data. With no training, custom 
reports or need to ask for help; users simply enter keywords into the search box to retrieve relevant 

information for improved decision making. This enables users to identify areas for improvements, drive 
higher productivity and increase profitability. 
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Excellent for Business Users and Managers
Built specifically for the needs of business users and managers, 
Wonderware Historian InSight enables users to quickly and easily 
get access to data for more informed business decisions without 
requiring knowledge of tags, hierarchies or system configuration. 

The smart client works with any modern HTML5 browser and 
enables comprehensive search capabilities that indexes all 
existing tags, user generated keywords and content names. Users 
can create, save and easily share personal content, as well as 
create, save and share dashboards based on defined keywords.

 In a Nutshell
Wonderware Historian InSight enables users to:

+ Better understand their business – know what’s happening, 
what’s happened and what is likely to happen

+ Get immediate access to relevant data for more
informed decisions

+ Become active participants in real-time work streams

+ Improve collaboration between teams with the ability to quickly 
share content

+ Expose hidden opportunities for reducing operational costs and 
improving asset performance 

Shift to a Cloud-First, Mobile-First World
For organizations looking to move their industrial data storage to 
the cloud as a managed, Software as a Service (SaaS), or to 
complement and extend existing on-premise investments,  
Wonderware Online InSight is as an affordable option.

Through its rich desktop, web and native mobile clients, 
Wonderware Online InSight makes relevant operational data readily 
available to anyone across your enterprise in a way that is easy to 
access, consume and analyze. This freedom of rich information 
access increases faster decision making, reduces waste, helps to 
identify course corrections earlier and provides advanced 
detection of anomalies.

Wonderware Online InSight uses the same browser client as 
Wonderware Historian InSight, but with added functionality like 
the Newsfeed feature that leverages out of the box pattern 
detection technology to highlight unusual data behavior 
automatically. So if a cycle time takes longer than normal or a 
temperature is outside of the typical range, it is brought to the 
customer’s attention in the Newsfeed.

Another feature enabled by Wonderware Online InSight is the 
ability to send key data to a mobile device. This allows users to 
access KPIs on the go and create personalized alerts. Do you want 
to know when the line has stopped for more than five minutes?  
What about a critical asset that is in a high temperature state? 
Simply ask the question and get the answer.

For additional information on Wonderware Online InSight visit: 
www.wonderware.com/industrial-information-management/online

Excellence Is a Purpose We Share With Our 
Customers
Wonderware is committed to being your long-term automation 
partner, backed by a world-class global network of technical 
support personnel, distributors, system integrators and VAR/OEMs, 
ready to assist you in every corner of the world.

To empower your operations, visit wonderware.com 
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